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Through Shakespeare's Eyes Joseph Pearce 2016-04-29 Fulﬁlling the promise he made in his
previous book, The Quest for Shakespeare, bestselling literary writer Joseph Pearce analyzes in
this volume three of Shakespeare's immortal plays — The Merchant of Venice, Hamlet and
King Lear — in order to uncover the Bard's Catholic beliefs. In The Quest for Shakespeare,
which has been made into an EWTN television series, Pearce delved into the known
biographical evidence for Shakespeare's Catholicism. Here the popular and provocative author
digs into the plays, which were written and ﬁrst performed during the English crown's
persecution of Catholics. English history and literature were taught for generations through the
prism of English Protestantism. Of late both of these ﬁelds have been dominated in universities
and academic presses by modern scholars with ﬁlters and interpretations of their own. Though
the evidence for Shakespeare's Catholicism has been studied before now, thanks, in part, to
the unique contribution of Joseph Pearce, the Bard's genius is being analyzed in the open air of
the public arena, the very place where Shakespeare intended his dramas to entertain and
edify.
Tolkien--a Celebration Joseph Pearce 2001 Anticipating the great amount of interest in
Tolkien's writings due in part to the major theatrical movie release on his classic The Lord of
the Rings, this highly readable collection of writings celebrates J.R.R.Tolkien's great literary
legacy and the spiritual values that undergird his imaginary Middle-earth. Tolkien: A
Celebration includes personal recollections by George Sayer and Walter Hooper, and many
fascinating pieces by authors such as James Schall, S.J., Stratford Caldecott and Stephen
Lawhead, exploring the threads of inspiration and purpose in his major works. These dip into
subjects such as The Sense of Time in Lord of the Rings, Tolkien: Master of Middle-earth, and
Tolkien, Lewis and Christian Myth. Fourteen writers contributed to this insightful work on
Tolkien, and it will be much-treasured by those who regard him as a literary hero. - Publisher.
The Philosophy of Tolkien Peter Kreeft 2009-09-03 While nothing can equal or replace the
adventure in reading Tolkien's masterwork, The Lord of the Rings, Peter Kreeft says that the
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journey into its underlying philosophy can be another exhilarating adventure. Thus, Kreeft
takes the reader on a voyage of discovery into the philosophical bones of Middle earth. He
organizes the philosophical themes in The Lord of the Rings into 50 categories, accompanied
by over 1,000 references to the text of Lord. Since many of the great questions of philosophy
are included in the 50-theme outline, this book can also be read as an engaging introduction to
philosophy. For each of the philosophical topics in Lord, Kreeft presents tools by which they
can be understood. Illustrated.
Tolkien's Sacramental Vision Craig Bernthal 2014-06-14 One of Tolkien's great appeals to
readers is that he oﬀers a world replete with meaning at every level. To read and reread
Tolkien is to share his sense of wonder and holiness, to be invited into the presence of a
"beauty beyond the circles of the world." It is to fall in love with a universe that has a
beginning and an end, where good and bad are not subjective choices, but objective realities;
a created order full of grace, though damaged by sin, in which friendship is the seedbed of the
virtues, and where the greatest warriors ﬁnally become the greatest healers. A correspondent
once told J. R. R. Tolkien that his work seemed illumined "by an invisible lamp." That lamp is
the Church, and its light is the imaginative sensibility that we live in a sacramental world. This
new book by the author of The Trial of Man examines in depth the inﬂuence of Catholic
sacramentality on the thought and work of Tolkien, with major emphasis on The Lord of the
Rings, but including his literary essays, epistolary poem "Mythopoeia," short story "Leaf by
Niggle," and The Silmarillion. Here is a signal contribution to a deeper understanding of
Tolkien, whose mythological world is meant to "recover" the meaning of our own as a graceﬁlled place, pointing toward its Creator.
Tolkien's Cosmology Sam McBride 2020 Demonstrating the unity of Tolkien's created world
across Middle-earth's Ages An in-depth examination of the role of divine beings in Tolkien's
work, Tolkien's Cosmology: Divine Beings and Middle-earth brings together Tolkien's many
references to such beings and analyzes their involvement within his created world. Unlike
many other commentators, Sam McBride asserts that a careful reading of the whole of the
author's corpus shows a coherent, if sometimes contradictory, divine presence in the world. In
The Silmarillion, an epic history of the First Age of Middle-earth, Tolkien describes the Ainur,
angelic beings under the direction of Eru Ilúvatar, the legendarium's god, as creators of
physical reality. Some of these divine beings, the Valar and the Maiar, enter physical reality to
oversee its development and prepare for the appearance of sentient life forms in Middle-earth:
Elves and Humans, Dwarves, and eventually Hobbits. In the early stages of this history, the
Valar and Maiar interact directly with Elves and Humans, opposing the work of evil beings led
by Melkor. Yet Tolkien appears, at ﬁrst glance, to have ignored this pantheon in The Hobbit
and The Lord of the Rings, set in the Third Age of Middle-earth. Tolkien's letters, however,
suggest the cosmological structure continues. And representatives of the Valar and Maiar can
be seen at work, such as Gandalf and Saruman. Tolkien also introduces hints that his divine
beings continue to inﬂuence events invisibly, as with the prominence of luck in The Hobbit and
fortuitous weather conditions in The Lord of the Rings. In the end, McBride argues, Tolkien's
cosmology allows room for everything from poor decision-making to evil, suﬀering, and death,
all part of a belief system that will make the ﬁnal victory of Good much more powerful.
Bilbo's Journey Joseph Pearce 2012 "In Bilbo's Journey go beyond the dragons, dwarves, and
elves, and discover the surprisingly deep meaning of J.R.R. Tolkien's classic novel The Hobbit.
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Understanding Religion and Popular Culture Terry Ray Clark 2012-05-04 This
introductory text provides students with a 'toolbox' of approaches for analyzing religion and
popular culture. It encourages readers to think critically about the ways in which popular
cultural practices and products, especially those considered as forms of entertainment, are
laden with religious ideas, themes, and values. The chapters feature lively and contemporary
case study material and outline relevant theory and methods for analysis. Among the areas
covered are religion and food, violence, music, television and videogames. Each entry is
followed by a helpful summary, glossary, bibliography, discussion questions and suggestions
for further reading/viewing. Understanding Religion and Popular Culture oﬀers a valuable entry
point into an exciting and rapidly evolving ﬁeld of study.
The Return of the King J. R. R. Tolkien 2008 Fantasy ﬁction. The ﬁrst ever illustrated paperback
of part three of Tolkien's epic masterpiece, The Lord of the Rings, featuring 15 colour paintings
by Alan Lee.
The Good News of the Return of the King Michael T. Jahosky 2020-09-15 Although many people
today reject Christianity for intellectual reasons, greater numbers of people are rejecting
Christianity because it does not engage their imagination. Christians must not only
demonstrate that the Christian worldview is true, but that it is also good, beautiful, and
relevant. The Good News of the Return of the King: The Gospel in Middle-earth is a book that
endeavors to show the truth, goodness, and beauty of Jesus Christ, the gospel, and the biblical
metanarrative by engaging the imagination through J. R. R. Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings, as
well as The Hobbit and The Silmarillion. In this book, I propose that J. R. R. Tolkien's The Lord of
the Rings is a story about what Jesus' parables are about: the good news about the return of
the king. As a work of imaginative ﬁction similar to Jesus' parables, The Lord of the Rings can
bypass both intellectual and imaginative objections to the gospel and pull back the "veil of
familiarity" that obscures the gospel for many.
The Hobbit Companion David Day 2012-10-26 Exploring the brilliant web of verbal hocuspocus that J.R.R. Tolkien delightedly spun in The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings, master
hobbit investigator David Day reveals the myriad crafty puns and riddles, hidden meanings,
and mythical associations beneath the saga's thrilling surface. Intriguing to the uninitiated,
enchanting to the Tolkien enthusiast, The Hobbit Companion can only enhance our enjoyment
of his dark, mysterious world. The Hobbit is also the subject of a forthcoming two-part ﬁlm
adaptation; Peter Jackson, director of The Lord of the Rings ﬁlm trilogy, is the director,
producer and co-writer. The two parts were ﬁlmed in New Zealand with the ﬁrst instalment,
The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey, released in December 2012.
Frodo's Journey Joseph Pearce 2015-06-10 J. R. R. Tolkien’s magnum opus, The Lord of the
Rings has been beloved for generations, selling millions of copies and selling millions more
tickets through its award-winning ﬁlm adaptations. The immense cultural impact of this epic is
undeniable, but the deeper meaning of the story often goes unnoticed. Here, Joseph Pearce,
author of Bilbo’s Journey uncovers the rich—and distinctly Christian—meaning just beneath the
surface of The Lord of the Rings. Make the journey with Frodo as he makes his perilous trek
from the Shire to Mordor, while Pearce expertly reveals the deeper, spiritual signiﬁcance. Did
you know that the events of The Lord of the Rings are deeply intertwined with the Christian
calendar? Or what the Ring, with its awesome and terrible power represents? How do the
ﬁgures of good and evil in the story reﬂect those forces in our own lives? Find the answers to
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these questions and much more in Frodo’s Journey.
J. R. R. Tolkien's Sanctifying Myth Bradley J. Birzer 2014-05-13 Since the appearance of
The Lord of the Rings in 1954, J. R. R. Tolkien’s works have always sold briskly, appealing to a
wide and diverse audience of intellectuals, religious believers, fantasy enthusiasts, and science
ﬁction aﬁcionados. Now, Peter Jackson’s ﬁlm version of Tolkien’s trilogy—with its
accompanying Rings-related paraphernalia and publicity—is playing a unique role in the
dissemination of Tolkien’s imaginative creation to the masses. Yet, for most readers and
viewers, the underlying meaning of Middle-earth has remained obscure. Bradley Birzer has
remedied that with this fresh study. In J. R. R. Tolkien’s Sanctifying Myth: Understanding
Middle-earth, Birzer explains the surprisingly speciﬁc religious symbolism that permeates
Tolkien’s Middle-earth legendarium. He also explores the social and political views that
motivated the Oxford don, ultimately situating Tolkien within the Christian humanist tradition
represented by Thomas More and T. S. Eliot, Dante and C. S. Lewis. Birzer argues that through
the genre of myth Tolkien created a world that is essentially truer than the one we think we
see around us every day, a world that transcends the colorless disenchantment of our
postmodern age. “A small knowledge of history,” Tolkien once wrote, “depresses one with the
sense of the everlasting weight of human iniquity.” As Birzer demonstrates, Tolkien’s
recognition of evil became mythologically manifest in the guise of Ringwraiths, Orcs, Sauron,
and other dark beings. But Tolkien was ultimately optimistic: even weak, bumbling hobbits and
humans, as long as they cling to the Good, can ﬁnally prevail. Bradley Birzer has performed a
great service in elucidating Tolkien’s powerful moral vision.
The Hobbit Party Jay Richards 2014-09-18 Anyone who has read The Hobbit and The Lord of
the Rings can gather that their author hated tyranny, but few know that the novelist who once
described himself as a hobbit Òin all but sizeÓ wasÑeven by hobbit standardsÑa zealous
proponent of economic freedom and small government. There is a growing concern among
many that the West is sliding into political, economic, and moral bankruptcy. In his beloved
novels of Middle-Earth, J.R.R. Tolkien has drawn us a map to freedom. Scholar Joseph Pearce,
who himself has written articles and chapters on the political signiﬁcance of TolkienÕs work,
testiﬁed in his book Literary Giants, Literary Catholics, ÒIf much has been written on the
religious signiﬁcance of The Lord of the Rings, less has been written on its political
signiﬁcanceÑand the little that has been written is often erroneous in its conclusions and
ignorant of TolkienÕs intentionsÉ. Much more work is needed in this area, not least because
Tolkien stated, implicitly at least, that the political signiﬁcance of the work was second only to
the religious in its importance.Ó Several books ably explore how TolkienÕs Catholic faith
informed his ﬁction. None until now have centered on how his passion for liberty and limited
government also shaped his work, or how this passion grew directly from his theological vision
of man and creation. The Hobbit Party ﬁlls this void. The few existing pieces that do focus on
the subject are mostly written by scholars with little or no formal training in literary analysis,
and even less training in political economy. Witt and Richards bring to The Hobbit Party a
combined expertise in literary studies, political theory, economics, philosophy, and theology.
Tolkien and Shakespeare Janet Brennan Croft 2007-03-22 Tolkien and Shakespeare: one a
proliﬁc popular dramatist and poet of the Elizabethan era, the other a twentieth-century
scholar of Old English and author of a considerably smaller body of work. Though
unquestionably very diﬀerent writers, the two have more in common than one might expect.
These essays focus on the broad themes and motifs which concerned both authors. They seek
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to uncover Shakespeare's inﬂuence on Tolkien through echoes of the playwright's themes and
even word choices, discovering how Tolkien used, revised, updated, "corrected," and
otherwise held an ongoing dialogue with Shakespeare's works. The depiction of Elves and the
world of Faerie, and how humans interact with them, are some of the most obvious points of
comparison and diﬀerence for the two writers. Both Tolkien and Shakespeare deeply explored
the uses and abuses of power with princes, politics, war, and the lessons of history. Magic and
prophecy were also of great concern to both authors, and the works of both are full of
encounters with the Other: masks and disguises, mirrors that hide and reveal, or seeing stones
that show only part of the truth.
Mythmaker Anne E. Neimark 2012-09-18 “Long before Harry Potter and J. K. Rowling, there
were Gandalf, Bilbo Baggins, and J. R. R. Tolkien . . . This will bring the creator to vivid life”
(Booklist). A philologist of world renown, a professor at Oxford, and the author of academic
treatises, J.R.R. Tolkien was far more than a fantasy book writer. His lifelong fascination with
medieval texts and languages gave him a unique vision and endless inspiration for his tales.
His broad interests made possible his creation of faery worlds and entire races of beings, as
well as the languages, cultures, and characters that make his books as engaging today as they
were ﬁfty years ago. This clear and thoroughly researched biography of the creator of The
Hobbit is accompanied by magical illustrations that recall the mystery of Tolkien’s imaginary
worlds. “Give[s] some interesting insight into the power Tolkien’s work has had on people over
the years.” —School Library Journal
The Fellowship of the Ring John Ronald Reuel Tolkien 2008 Fantasy ﬁction. The ﬁrst ever
illustrated paperback of part one of Tolkien's epic masterpiece, The Lord of the Rings,
featuring 19 colour paintings by Alan Lee.
Journey to the Imaginal Realm: A Reader's Guide to J. R. R. Tolkien's The Lord of the
Rings Becca Tarnas 2019-09-21 This reader's guide to J. R. R. Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings
oﬀers a journey into the world of Middle-earth, exploring the grand themes and hidden
nuances of Tolkien's epic story, connecting The Lord of the Rings to the larger mythology of
Middle-earth, and situating Tolkien's process of writing within his own powerful experiences of
the imaginal realm. The Lord of the Rings has been a beloved story to several generations
since its publication in the mid-1950s. The story has a timeless quality to it, and engages with
a complex struggle between good and evil, death and immortality, power and freedom. The
Lord of the Rings is a book treated by many as a sacred text, one to be returned to year after
year, or read aloud with loved ones. The Lord of the Rings has become a myth for our time.
Journey to the Imaginal Realm guides the reader through each chapter of J. R. R. Tolkien's
magnum opus, drawing attention to the subtle details, recalling moments of foreshadowing,
and illuminating underlying patterns and narrative threads throughout the story. The close
reading of the text is paired with relevant biographical information from Tolkien's life,
including the loss of both his parents at a young age, the central role of friendship in his life,
his participation in the First World War, and his exquisite romance with his wife Edith. Tolkien
was a lover of language and a philologist by profession, and his invented languages form the
heart of his tales. In some of his letters, Tolkien described his process of writing as one of
discovery, in which he waited to ﬁnd out "what really happened," feeling as though he was
"recording what was already 'there, ' somewhere." This reader's guide seeks to understand the
imaginal experiences Tolkien may have encountered that led to the writing of his stories. The
guide explores Tolkien's theory of sub-creation, the immersive experience of Faërian Dramas,
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and most importantly, his notion of the realm of Faërie. Journey to the Imaginal Realm is a
celebration of Tolkien's work, and an inquiry into the profound nature of imagination, which is
capable of bringing forth a world as vast as Middle-earth.
The Unmasking of Oscar Wilde Joseph Pearce 2015-05-27 Viliﬁed by fellow Victorians for
his sexuality and his dandyism, Oscar Wilde, the great poet, satirist and playwright, is hailed
today, in some circles, as a "progressive" sexual liberator. But this is not how Wilde saw
himself. His actions and pretensions did not bring him happiness and fulﬁllment. This study of
Wilde's brilliant and tragic life goes beyond the mistakes that brought him notoriety in order to
explore this emotional and spiritual search. Unlike any other biography of Wilde, it strips away
these pretensions to show the real man, his aspirations and desires. It uncovers how he was
broken by his two-year prison sentence; it probes the deeper thinking behind masterpieces
such as The Picture of Dorian Gray, Salome, "The Ballad of Reading Gaol" and "De Profundis";
and it traces his fascination with Catholicism through to his eleventh-hour conversion.
Published on the 150th anniversary of his birth, this biography removes the masks which have
confused previous biographers and reveals the real Wilde beneath the surface. Once again,
Joseph Pearce has written a profound, wide-ranging study with many original insights on a
great literary ﬁgure.
The Two Towers J. R. R. Tolkien 2014-12-16 Large print hardback edition of the second volume
of J.R.R. Tolkien's epic adventure, The Lord of the Rings, complete with fold-out map. This large
print edition tells the story of Frodo and the Companions of the Ring, who have been beset by
danger during their quest to prevent the Ruling Ring from falling into the hands of the Dark
Lord by destroying it in the Cracks of Doom. They have lost the wizard, Gandalf, in the battle
with an evil spirit in the Mines of Moria; and at the Falls of Rauros, Boromir, seduced by the
power of the Ring, tried to seize it by force. While Frodo and Sam made their escape the rest
of the company were attacked by Orcs. Now they continue their journey alone down the great
River Anduin -- alone, that is, save for the mysterious creeping ﬁgure that follows wherever
they go.
A Hobbit Journey Matthew Dickerson 2012-09-01 The Lord of the Rings trilogy has delighted
millions of fans worldwide in book and movie form. With the theatrical release of the two-part
ﬁlm The Hobbit slated for 2012 and 2013, attention will once again turn to J. R. R. Tolkien's
classic works. In a culture where truth is relative and morality is viewed as old-fashioned, we
welcome the chance to view the world through hobbit eyes: we have free will, our choices
matter, and living a morally heroic life is possible. In this engaging and thought-provoking
book, Tolkien expert Matthew Dickerson shows how a Christian worldview and Christian
themes undergird Tolkien's Middle-earth writings and how they are fundamentally important to
understanding his vision. This revised and expanded edition of Following Gandalf includes new
material on torture, social justice, and the importance of the body.
Following Gandalf Matthew T. Dickerson 2003 In this new work, Dickerson oﬀers a
speciﬁcally Christian exploration of morality, choices, and free will in "The Lord of the Rings."
The Fellowship Of The Ring J.R.R. Tolkien 2012-02-15 Begin your journey into Middleearth... The inspiration for the upcoming original series on Prime Video, The Lord of the Rings:
The Rings of Power. The Fellowship of the Ring is the ﬁrst part of J.R.R. Tolkien’s epic
adventure The Lord of the Rings. One Ring to rule them all, One Ring to ﬁnd them, One Ring to
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bring them all and in the darkness bind them. Sauron, the Dark Lord, has gathered to him all
the Rings of Power—the means by which he intends to rule Middle-earth. All he lacks in his
plans for dominion is the One Ring—the ring that rules them all—which has fallen into the
hands of the hobbit, Bilbo Baggins. In a sleepy village in the Shire, young Frodo Baggins ﬁnds
himself faced with an immense task, as his elderly cousin Bilbo entrusts the Ring to his care.
Frodo must leave his home and make a perilous journey across Middle-earth to the Cracks of
Doom, there to destroy the Ring and foil the Dark Lord in his evil purpose.
Adult and Continuing Education: Teaching, learning and research Peter Jarvis 2003
Depicting the ways that adult education has evolved as society has changed and how it has
been incorporated into lifelong learning, this is a truly unique set that puts a stamp on an
exciting ﬁeld and important, far-reaching issues. These ﬁve volumes represent a great
advance to scholars, as this is the ﬁrst comprehensive overview of the ﬁeld.The set draws on
books, journals, reports and historical papers to map the vast ﬁeld of education for adults. The
writings included in the set have inﬂuenced the development of both the practice and the
study of adult education from the Guilds to vocational education, distance learning and leisure
learning. The collection also covers the recent emergence of corporations as new providers of
education for adults with the corporate classroom, corporate universities and consultancies.A
detailed index and new introduction by the editor will help the reader navigate this wealth of
diverse material.
The Fellowship Philip Zaleski 2015-06-02 "A stirring group biography of the Inklings, the
Oxford writing club featuring J.R.R. Tolkien and C. S. Lewis C.S. Lewis is the twentieth century's
most widely read Christian writer and J.R.R. Tolkien its most beloved mythmaker. For three
decades, theyand their closest associates formed a literary club known as the Inklings, which
met weekly in Lewis's Oxford rooms and a nearby pub. They read aloud from works in
progress, argued about anything that caught their fancy, and gave one another invaluable
companionship, inspiration, and criticism. In The Fellowship, Philip and Carol Zaleski oﬀer the
ﬁrst complete rendering of the Inklings' lives and works. Lewis maps the medieval mind,
accepts Christ while riding in the sidecar of his brother's motorcycle, becomes a world-famous
evangelist and moral satirist, and creates new forms of religiously attuned ﬁction while
wrestling with personal crises. Tolkien transmutes an invented mythology into a breathtaking
story in The Lord of the Rings, while conducting groundbreaking Old English scholarship and
elucidating the Catholic teachings at the heart of his vision. This extraordinary group
biography also focuses on Charles Williams, strange acolyte of Romantic love, and Owen
Barﬁeld, an esoteric philosopher who became, for a time, Saul Bellow's guru. Romantics who
scorned rebellion, fantasists who prized sanity, Christians with cosmic reach, the Inklings
sought to revitalize literature and faith in the twentieth century's darkest years--and did so"-The Keys of Middle-earth Stuart Lee 2016-04-30 A comprehensive introduction to the medieval
languages and texts that inspired Tolkien's Middle-earth. Using key episodes in The Silmarillion
, The Hobbit , and The Lord of the Rings , medieval texts are presented in their original
language with translations. Essential for those who wish to delve deeper into the background
to Tolkien's mythology.
Race with the Devil Joseph Pearce 2013-08-01 Before he was the world's foremost Catholic
biographer, Joseph Pearce was a leader of the National Front, a British-nationalist, whitesupremacist group. Before he published books highlighting and celebrating the great Catholic
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cultural tradition, he disseminated literature extolling the virtues of the white race, and calling
for the banishment of all non-white from Britain. Pearce and his cohorts were at the center of
the racial and nationalist tensions—often violent—that swirled around London in the
late-1970s and early 80s. Eventually Pearce became a top member of the National Front, and
the editor of its newspaper, The Bulldog. He was a full-time revolutionary. In 1982 he was
imprisoned for six months for hate speech, but he came out with more anger, and more
resolve. Several years later, he was imprisoned again, this time for a year and it spurred a sea
change in his life. In Race with the Devil: My Journey from Racial Hatred to Rational Love,
Pearce himself takes the reader through his journey from racist revolutionary to Christian,
including: The youthful inﬂuences that lead him to embrace the National Front and their racist
platform His dark, angry, exhilarating but ultimately empty days as a revolutionary on the
front lines His imprisonment and subsequent dark night of the soul The role that Catholic
luminaries such as G. K. Chesterton, Hilaire Belloc, and C. S. Lewis played in his conversion
from racist radical to joyful Christian And his eventual reception in the Catholic Church Race
with the Devil is one man's incredible journey to Christ, but it also much more. It is a
testament to God's hand active among us and the inﬁnite grace that Christ pours out on his
people, showing that we can all turn—or return—to Christ and his Church.
The Power of the Ring Stratford Caldecott 2012-12-04 Digging deep into J. R. R. Tolkien’s
spiritual biography—his religious scholarship and his love of both Christian and pagan
myth—Stratford Caldecott oﬀers a critical study of how the acclaimed author eﬀectively
created a vivid Middle Earth using the familiar rites and ceremonies of human history. And
while readers and moviegoers alike may appreciate the fantasy world of The Hobbit and the
Lord of the Rings trilogy, few know that in life, Tolkien was a devout Roman Catholic and that
the characters, the events, and the general morality of each novel are informed by the
dogmas of his faith. Revised and updated, this acclaimed study of Tolkien’s
achievement—previously released as Secret Fire in the UK—includes commentary on Peter
Jackson’s ﬁlm adaptations and explores many of the fascinating stories and letters published
after Tolkien’s death.
The Keys of Middle-earth S. Lee 2005-12-16 The Keys of Middle-Earth uniquely introduces the
reader to the world of Medieval Literature through the ﬁction of J.R.R. Tolkien. Using key
episodes in The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings, readers are taken back to the works of Old,
Middle English and Old Norse literature that so inﬂuenced Tolkien. The original texts are
presented with helpful new translations to help the reader approach the medieval poems and
tales, and introductory essays draw on recent scholarship and Tolkien's own unpublished
notes. Presenting a new era of Tolkien studies, this book will be of use to students (and
teachers) of Medieval/Old English literature and general readers interested in the origins of
Tolkien's most widely-known works.
Mentor Laurent A. Daloz 2012-09-13 With a new introduction and afterword, this revised
second edition is a practical, engaging exploration of mentoring and its power to transform
learning. Filled with inspiring vignettes, Mentor shows how anyone who teaches can become a
successful mentor to students. Topics covered include adult learning and development; the
search for meaning as a motive for learning; education as a transformational journey; how
adults change and develop; how learning changes the learner; barriers and incentives to
learning and growth; and guiding adults through diﬃcult transitions.
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Lord of the Rings and the Eucharist Scott L. Smith, Jr. 2018-01-02 What is "the one great
thing to love on earth", according to J. R. R. Tolkien, the author of The Lord of the Rings? The
Eucharist! Tolkien made sure his one great love was woven throughout his books. It's easy to
ﬁnd if you know where to look. In Smith's new book, ﬁnd Tolkien's hidden Eucharist!The Lord of
the Rings can't be fully understood without understanding its hidden Eucharistic signiﬁcance.
What's more, perhaps: J. R. R. Tolkien can't be fully understood apart from his Catholic identity
and his devotion to the Eucharist. Are you ready to read Lord of the Rings like you never have
before?
Tolkien: Man and Myth Joseph Pearce 2019-07-02 J. R. R. Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings took
ﬁrst place in several nationwide British polls on the "greatest book of the century". He may be
the most popular writer of our age, but Tolkien is often misunderstood. This major new study
of his life, his character, and his work reveals the facts and confronts the myths. It explores
the man's background and the culture in which he wrote. Tolkien: Man and Myth observes the
relationships that the master writer had with his closest literary colleagues. It sheds light on
his unique relationship with C. S. Lewis, the writer of the Narnia books, and the roots of their
eventual estrangement. In this original book about a leading literary life, Joseph Pearce enters
the world that Tolkien created in the seven books published during his lifetime. He explores
the signiﬁcance of Middle Earth and what it represented in Tolkien's thinking. Myth, to this
legendary author, was not a leap from reality but a leap into reality. The impact of Tolkien's
great notoriety, his relationship with material possessions, and his deep religious faith are all
examined at length in this biography, making it possible to understand both the man and the
myth that he created.
The Hobbits Lynnette Porter 2012-11-27 For generations of entranced readers, and now a new
generation of ﬁlmgoers, Tolkien is synonymous with his most famous creation—the hobbit. The
beloved characters of Bilbo, Frodo, Sam, Merry, and Pippin have been much-adapted for radio,
television, ﬁlm, and stage. Lynette Porter follows the hobbits through these many other lives,
from Tolkien's on-page revisions and John Boorman's unmade screenplays, through to Peter
Jackson's The Lord of the Rings ﬁlm trilogy and its musical counterpart. She also reviews over
50 years of "Hobbit Art", including the work of Alan Lee, John Howe, and Ted Nasmith.
Journeying through fanzines, videogames, fanﬁction, and more, Porter demonstrates how the
hobbits, their characters, and their stories continue to introduce new audiences to Tolkien's
work, in new and adapted forms.
Where the Shadows Lie Pia Skogemann 2009 Where the Shadows Lie takes the reader on a
journey through Tolkien's Middle-earth, following the hobbits, their companions, and the
characters they encounter on their quest. Along the way, Skogemann reveals the deep
symbolic layers that are the source of joy and enchantment that many ﬁnd in reading The Lord
of the Rings. Aragorn, with the aid of Gandalf, Legolas, and Gimli, ascends to the throne and
becomes the center of a great, uniﬁed kingdom--a symbol of the collective Self. The four
hobbits, representing individual ego-consciousness, are transformed by the quest and acquire
the psychological tools they need to renew the Shire--the small domain enfolded in the great.
Jung's theories of the collective unconscious and the archetypes provide a key to
understanding the forces of fantasy that are so powerful in Tolkien's masterpiece--and thereby
a key to understanding ourselves and the events of the outside world in our modern times.
Frodo's Journey Joseph Pearce 2015-08-17 Here, Joseph Pearce, author of Bilbo s Journey
frodo-s-journey-discover-the-hidden-meaning-of-th
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uncovers the rich and distinctly Christian meaning just beneath the surface of The Lord of the
Rings. Make the journey with Frodo as he makes his perilous trek from the Shire to Mordor,
while Pearce expertly reveals the deeper, spiritual signiﬁcance."
Bilbo's Journey Joseph Pearce 2012-10-31 Discover the Christian meaning in The Hobbit. In
Bilbo's Journey go beyond the dragons, dwarves, and elves, and discover the surprisingly deep
meaning of J.R.R. Tolkien's classic novel The Hobbit. Bilbo's quest to ﬁnd and slay the dragon
Smaug is a riveting tale of daring and heroism, but as renowned Tolkien scholar Joseph Pearce
shows, it is not simply Bilbo's journey, it is our journey too. It is the Christian journey of selfsacriﬁce out of love for others, and abandonment to providence and grace. In Bilbo's Journey:
Discovering the Hidden Meaning of The Hobbit you will relive the excitement of Tolkien's
classic tale, while discovering the profound Christian meaning that makes The Hobbit a truly
timeless adventure. The audiobook edition of Bilbo's Journey is read by Kevin O'Brien.
Further Up & Further in Joseph Pearce 2018-03 In this volume, Pearce examines the
theological, philosophical and historical elements of The Chronicles of Narnia: including its
Christian symbolism, literary allusions, and the recurring themes of temptation, sin, and
redemption.
Fierce Marriage Ryan Frederick 2018-04-17 Ryan and Selena Frederick were newlyweds
when they landed in Switzerland to pursue Selena's dream of training horses. Neither of them
knew at the time that Ryan was living out a death sentence brought on by a worsening genetic
heart defect. Soon it became clear he needed major surgery that could either save his life--or
result in his death on the operating table. The young couple prepared for the worst. When
Ryan survived, they both realized that they still had a future together. But the near loss
changed the way they saw all that would lie ahead. They would live and love ﬁercely, ﬁghting
for each other and for a Christ-centered marriage, every step of the way. Fierce Marriage is
their story, but more than that, it is a call for married couples to put God ﬁrst in their
relationship, to measure everything they do and say to each other against what Christ did for
them, and to see marriage not just as a relationship they should try to keep healthy but also
as one worth ﬁghting for in every situation. With the gospel as their foundation, Ryan and
Selena oﬀer hope and practical help for common struggles in marriage, including
communication problems, sexual frustration, ﬁnancial stress, family tension, screen-time
disconnection, and unrealistic expectations.
The Return of the King J.R.R. Tolkien 1986-07-12 The awesome conclusion to The Lord of
the Rings—the greatest fantasy epic of all time—which began in The Fellowship of the Ring
and The Two Towers. Nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great
American Read While the evil might of the Dark Lord Sauron swarms out to conquer all Middleearth, Frodo and Sam struggle deep into Mordor, seat of Sauron’s power. To defeat the Dark
Lord, the One Ring, ruler of the accursed Rings of Power, must be destroyed in the ﬁres of
Mount Doom. But the way is impossibly hard, and Frodo is weakening. Weighed down by the
compulsion of the Ring, he begins ﬁnally to despair.
Merrie England Joseph Pearce Join Joseph Pearce on a journey into the real Shire—a voyage
into the mysterious presence of an England which is more real than the one you are
accustomed to seeing, the one which seems to be in terminal decline. The England Pearce
wants us to know is an enchanted and unchanging place, full of ghosts who are as alive as the
frodo-s-journey-discover-the-hidden-meaning-of-th
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saints. It is an England that is rural, sacramental, liturgical, local, beautiful . . . a place
“charged with the grandeur of God”. In this wonder-ﬁlled journey, Joseph Pearce shows us the
true England through the splendor of the Good, the True, and the Beautiful. He shows us an
England that can never die, not because it lingers like a fading coal in the memory of mortal
men, but because it exists as a beautiful ﬂower in the Gardens of Eternity.
Friendship Neera Kapur Badhwar 1993 There has been a marked revival of interest among
philosophers in the topic of friendship. This collection of ﬁfteen essays presents an admirable
range of the diverse contemporary approaches to friendship within philosophy. The book is
divided into three sections. The ﬁrst centers on the nature of friendship, the diﬀerence
between friendship and other personal loves, and the importance of friendship in the
individual's life. The second section discusses the moral signiﬁcance of friendship and the
response of various ethical theories and theorists (Aristotelian, Christian, Kantian, and
consequentialist) to the phenomenon of friendship. The last section deals with the importance
of personal and civic friendship in a good society. Badhwar's introduction is a comprehensive
critical discussion of the issues raised by the essays: it relates them to each other, as well as
to historical and contemporary discussions not included in the anthology, thus providing the
reader with an integrated overview of the essays and their place in the larger philosophical
picture. Contributors: Robert M. Adams; Julia Annas; Neera Kapur Badhwar; Marcia Baron;
Lawrence Blum; Nathaniel Branden; John M. Cooper; Marilyn Friedman; C. S. Lewis; H. J. Paton;
Peter Railton; Amelie O. Rorty; Mary Lyndon Shanley; Nancy Sherman; Michael Stocker;
Laurence Thomas
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